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2020/2021 PROGRAMME 
ALL  EVENTS CANCELLED 
 
Aug 24th Garden Party 
 
Oct 14th AGM (7pm)Evening Meeting  
                
Nov  3rd Evening Meeting 
 
Nov 25th Autumn Lunch 12noon  
 
Dec 8th Afternoon Meeting 
                                
2021 
 
Jan 12th Afternoon Meeting 
 
Feb 10th Afternoon Meeting  
 
Mar 2nd Evening Meeting  
 
Mar 17th Spring Lunch 12noon 

  
------------------------------------------------ 

REMINDER AS RENEWAL 
SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE BEING 
WAIVED THIS YEAR, IF YOU 
PAY BY STANDING ORDER 
PLEASE ARRANGE WITH 
YOUR BANK TO PAUSE 
PAYMENT FOR 2021. 

After the Championship fixtures were announced before Christmas, the T20 Blast 
and Royal London 50 over lists have now been released. The T20 and RL50 
formats look similar to recent years.  In the T20 Blast two groups of nine teams, 
each playing fourteen games in June and July, followed by quarter finals (late 
August) with the four winners going to Finals Day at Edgbaston on September 18.  
In the RL50 Counties are also split into two groups of nine, each county plays eight 
games, before quarter and semi-finals then the final at Trent Bridge on 19th 
August.    
 
A quick look at the full list (so Championship, T20, RL50) suggests little first team 
cricket is scheduled for Hove in much of July and August unless Sussex progress 
out of their T20 and RL50 groups. (Sussex do though seem to have a larger 
number of away fixtures in this period.) I suspect that the 2020 schedule may 
have been similar though with spectators unable to attend in the end it had less 
impact, well to me anyway.  Also, it looks fairly similar to 2019 (minus just the one 
Championship game in mid/late August that year) so no it cannot be just “The 
Hundred” to explain the schedule, though that new competition does not help. 
Personally. I feel that some changes are desired in future years so that more 
County cricket, including Championship, is played in the high summer (and 
holiday) months. 
 
All the home matches currently have Hove as the venue, though Eastbourne and 
Horsham may each host a RL50 match if the Covid situation allows. Similarly 
Arundel may host a Championship match on the same basis.  
 
New Sussex signing. At the end of January Sussex announced the signing of Sean 
Hunt, a 19 year old 6 feet 5 inch seam bowler from the Surrey Academy. He 
regards Mitchell Johnson as his main influence growing up. 
 
 
Don Smith RIP (born 14th June 1923 in Broadwater, Worthing) played for Sussex 
from 1946 to 1962 sadly died on 10th January at his home in Adelaide. His career 
like many others was delayed by the Second World War when he served in RAF. 
His Sussex debut came with three games in 1946, more frequent appearances in 
following years and by 1950 he was a first team regular. A left handed batsman, 
described as capable of flashes of hard hitting brilliance, he played 360 matches 
for Sussex scoring 15,935 runs for the County, a top score of 206 against 
Nottinghamshire in 1950. Allied to this were 308 wickets with useful left arm 
medium pace. His best season was 1957 when he topped the 2,000 run barrier 
and earned his three England Test caps against West Indies. After retiring he 
coached and was the groundsman at Lancing College for more than twenty years.  
He also coached Sri Lanka on their entry to Test cricket before moving to live in 
Adelaide, Australia along with his wife Lyn. We extend sympathies and 
condolences to Lyn, other family members and his many friends. 
 
At the time of his death, he was the second oldest living Test Cricketer, the South 
African John Watkins was born a couple of months before Smith.  With Smith’s 
death another Sussex stalwart, seam bowler Ian Thomson becomes the oldest 
living English Test cricketer.  Thomson recently celebrated his 92nd birthday.  

 



Upcoming Zoom Events for Members 
A couple of new ones to flag up which could be of interest in addition to the Pitch and Simon Hughes’ zoom sessions 
mentioned a month or so ago. Links for the two below will follow by email shortly. Links are issued to members 
receiving the newsletter by email, if you opted for the paper version of the newsletter but have access to zoom and 
interested in “joining” these please contact Chris Scovell to get the links. 
 
March 3rd 2pm Stephen Chalke in conversation with Fred Rumsey. Rumsey, ex Somerset and Derbyshire, played a 
handful of Tests in 1964 / 1965 before taking a prominent role in setting up the Professional Cricketers Association.  
These two were scheduled to speak at our 2020 Spring Lunch before the pandemic hit causing a cancellation. Almost 
a year on this seems like an afternoon to look forward to. This event is organised by “The Cricket Society” (https: The 
Cricket Society) who have generously extended access to members of other Societies.  
 
March 8th Sussex Cricket Foundation.  The Foundation have planned further event on 8th March when the “headline” 
speakers are scheduled to be Ian Salisbury and James Kirtley no doubt talking about their current Sussex roles and 
hopes for the 2021 season. This follows an entertaining SCF Zoom event on 1st February when amongst others we 
heard about the Foundation’s charitable work, interviews with Chris and Georgia Adams, an online magic show 
compered in entertaining fashion by Roger Dakin. If you missed the February event it is still available to watch online 
at https://vimeo.com/507635493  (note it lasts just over two hours) 
 
England’s tour to Sri Lanka and India. 
Writing this between the two Tests in Chennai, England’s record so far is played three, won three, very impressive. 
Joe Root not only leading the side well, but also masterful and a pleasure to watch bat, has scores of 186, 11, 228 and 
1 in Sri Lanka, then an exceptional 218 followed by 40 in Chennai. Rare form indeed and hopefully more to come.  In 
Sri Lanka once the hosts were dismissed for 135 on the first day of the series the dye was cast with England’s 
advantage emphasised by Root’s batting. Fine preparation both climate and pitches for the India leg of the tour. In 
Chennai, another outstanding England victory. The captain won a vital toss enabling England to get the best batting 
conditions and they certainly took full advantage.  Sibley was solid, Root masterful and Stokes contributed a forceful 
81. Then the bowlers all contributed, and for India only really Pant in the first innings, and Kohli in the second held 
England up. England may need to continue this form and certainly not take India lightly in the remaining tests.  
 
Also, noteworthy and pleasing certainly to me was that this Test saw the return of Test cricket to terrestrial television 
with Channel 4 having ball by ball TV coverage of the entire series. It is worth noting that the third Test is scheduled 
as a day/night game so better suited to television viewers here.  
 
Other winter series 
Australia hosted India in a fascinating series and with actual crowds present at Tests, so no need for fake crowd noise! 
India lost the first at Adelaide after being bowled out for 36. This was a day/night Test - India collapse came in a 
morning session.  With Kohli then returning home for the birth of his child and many injuries to bowlers, Australia 
were confident of a series win.  India, well led by Rahane, and inspired by the backing of their noisy and flag waiving 
followers in the stands, came back to win in Melbourne, bat for over a day to draw in Sydney then staged a 
remarkable run chase making 329/7 to win by three wickets in Brisbane to take the series 2 games to 1. Their 
depleted bowlers proved more than a match for their hosts. With the bat Pujara was a rock throughout, Gill’s 
strokeplay impressed and Pant was exhilarating, latter as England also found out. Neither Gill nor Pant played at 
Adelaide. I saw Gill stand out with a fine century at Hove in an Under 19 International a few years ago, though 
wonder how he will fare against the moving ball, as exposed by Jimmy Anderson in Chennai. 
 
Across the Tasman, New Zealand won series against both West Indies and Pakistan with victories in all four tests.  
Kane Williamson showed why is rated one of the best batsman in the world today, and well supported by the often 
underrated Henry Nicholls.  Their seam bowling was also a determining factor, Kyle Jamieson stood out.  He is 6 foot 
8, while not express pace but quick enough, he is able to get movement and bounce. These wins took New Zealand to 
second place and likely finalists in the World Test Championship. (Their opponents to be one of England, India, or 
even Australia depending on results in the India / England series.) 
 
And recently West Indies won the first test in Bangladesh having been behind for much of the game but making 395/7 
in the final innings to win. 28 year old Kyle Mayers making an unbeaten 206 on debut.  This is not the highest score on 
debut (R E Foster made 287 against Australia in 1903/4, others also ahead of Mayers) but his easily is the highest in 
the final innings. 
 
Death – With sadness I relay the recent death of Society member, Geoff Frankcom, Arundel.  Geoff regularly attended 
Society events as well as watching Sussex at Hove and Arundel. 
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